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Damion Thompson 
Insurance Industry 

Lead 
Oliver Ogg - Head of 

Digital Strategy EMEA, 
Apigee 

Google’s mission is to organize the world‘s information and make it universally accessible and useful. It is an                  
American multinational technology company that specializes in Internet-related services and products, which            
include online advertising technologies, search engine, cloud computing, software, and hardware.  

@googlecloud 
Li: google-cloud 

W: cloud.google.com 

Adam Hammond 
Applied AI Practice 

Lead - UK 

Quantiphi is an Applied AI and Big Data software and services company, driven by the desire to solve                  
transformational problems at the heart of business. Their applications leverage AI that make products smarter,               
customer experience frictionless, and processes autonomous while uncovering anomalies, threats and risks. 

@Quantiphi 
Li: quantiphi 

W: quantiphi.com 

 

Aeneas Wiener 
Co-founder and CTO 

Cytora transforms commercial insurance. Using Cytora, insurers can underwrite more accurately, enhance            
efficiency, and deliver fairer prices to their customers. Cytora is a trusted partner to global insurers, backed by                  
leading VC, and supported by builders of some of the world's most successful technology companies. 

@cytora 
Li: cytora 

W: cytora.com 

Igor Tesinsky  
Co-Founder & CPO 

IntelliBonds is a technology start-up focused on Cost optimization and Alpha generation for Fixed Income               
institutional investors. They have blended expertise of the insurance industry investment needs with the              
advanced Machine Learning techniques to create a product that can address the highly-customized nature of               
insurance investment portfolios and help with reserves optimization. 

@IntelliBonds 
Li: intellibonds 

W: intellibonds.com 

 

Amit Patel 
Founder hlthie is an insurtech focused on simplifying the way people fund and access private healthcare Li: hlthie 

 

Sai Lakshmi 
CEO and Founder 

Caura is the payment platform for your car. By centralising all vehicle admin into a single app users can now                    
take care of their car payments in just a few taps. Longer term they are building hardware that disrupts vehicle                    
communications, payments and insurance models in a post-autonomous world. 

@caura 
Li: caura-com 
W: caura.com 

Imam Hoque 

COO/ CPO 

Quantexa’s Contextual Decision Intelligence platform connects internal and external data assets to create             
context for better operational decisions. It enables organisations to uncover hidden connections and             
behaviours to solve major challenges in Fraud, Risk and Compliance, Customer Intelligence across Insurance,              
Banking, Public sector and other industries. Its platform is proven and live at Tier 1 Financial Institutions. 

@quantexa 
Li: quantexa 

W: quantexa.com 

Stefan Maczkowski 
Head of Data Strategy 

Aviva exists to be with people through all phases of their lives and when it really matters. They provide                   
customers with life, general and health insurance, and asset management in one place – a composite insurer. 

@avivaplc 
Li: aviva-plc 

W:aviva.co.uk 
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